In this work, we investigate the formation of a magnetic flux rope (MFR) above the central polarity inversion line (PIL) of NOAA Active Region 12673 during its early emergence phase. Through analyzing the photospheric vector magnetic field, extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and ultraviolet (UV) images, extrapolated three-dimensional (3D) non-linear force-free fields (NLFFFs), as well as the photospheric motions, we find that with the successive emergence of different bipoles in the central region, the conjugate polarities separate, resulting in collision between the non-conjugated opposite polarities.
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To distinguish the two kinds of the models, many studies paid attention to the origin of the preeruption configuration, in particular the MFR. At present, two general types of formation mechanisms for pre-eruption MFR are proposed: bodily emergence from below the photosphere or direct formation in the solar atmosphere. In the first scenario, the MFR is believed to be formed in the convection zone and emerges into the solar atmosphere through magnetic buoyancy (Zwaan 1985 , Low 2001 ).
The process is investigated by many numerical simulations. It is found that the bodily emergence of the MFR, i.e., the emergence of its axis and the helical field lines around it, can only be achieved by imposing strong field strength or high degree of twist to the subsurface MFR, or vertical velocity field in the convection zone (e.g., Emonet & Moreno-Insertis 1998 , Fan & Gibson 2004 , Amari et al. 2004 , Murray et al. 2006 , Jouve & Brun 2009 ). In most cases, the MFR axis is not able to cross through the photosphere by the means of magnetic buoyancy and magnetic buoyancy instability, since the heavy plasma collected at the magnetic dips inhibits its emergence (Cheung & Isobe 2014, and reference therein). The emerged part appears as sheared arcades in the solar atmosphere. It is the subsequent photospheric flows and flows-driven reconnection that play a crucial role in creating a new MFR in the solar atmosphere (e.g., Fan 2001 , Archontis et al. 2004 , Manchester IV et al. 2004 , Archontis & Török 2008 , Fan 2009 , Archontis & Hood 2010 . The process is similar to a "serpentine flux tube" emergence scenario that interprets the origin of the fine-scale coronal magnetic field (e.g., Bernasconi et al. 2002 , Pariat et al. 2004 , Cheung et al. 2008 , Pariat et al. 2009 , Valori et al. 2012 , Cheung & Isobe 2014 .
The bodily emergence scenario is also supported by a few observations. For example, Okamoto et al. (2008 Okamoto et al. ( , 2009 ) examined the vector magnetograms of NOAA active region (AR) 10593 and found two primary phenomena based on which they concluded the bodily emergence of a horizontal MFR: (1) the abut opposite-polarity regions with weak vertical magnetic field and strong horizontal magnetic field first grow laterally then narrow down (named as "sliding-door" effect), (2) the horizontal field along the polarity inversion line (PIL) reverse from normal-polarity (pointing from positive to negative polarity) to inverse-polarity configuration. Moreover, blue-shift, "sliding-door" effect, etc., in filament regions are reported to suggest possible bodily emergence of the MFR (e.g., Lites et al. 1995 , Kuckein et al. 2012a . However, the results in Okamoto et al. (2008) are also questioned by some other researchers, e.g., Vargas Domínguez et al. (2012) , due to the lack of the prominent flux emergence and characteristic flows. Furthermore, statistical works suggested that more than 90% of intermediate and quiescent filaments, which are seen as the MFR proxy, appear in the region involving interaction of multiple bipoles, rather than in the single bipolar region, suggesting that bodily emergence of the MFR may be rare (Mackay et al. 2010 , and reference therein).
In the second scenario, the MFR is thought to be directly formed in the solar atmosphere via magnetic reconnection and/or photospheric motions. For instance, in the flux cancellation model proposed by van Ballegooijen & Martens (1989) , through photospheric shearing motions and converging motions in a bipolar region, the coronal arcades are sheared and brought together to reconnect at, or slightly above, the photosphere, forming the helical flux of the MFR as well as the small magnetic loops underneath. If the loops are short and low enough (lower than a few times of the photosphere scale height, i.e., around several tenths of a megameter from the base of the photosphere as indicated in van Ballegooijen & Martens 1989) , they may submerge due to strong magnetic tension, manifesting as flux cancellation at the photosphere. The process has been successfully reproduced by numerical simulations (e.g., Amari et al. 2003a ,b, Aulanier et al. 2010 , Amari et al. 2010 , Jiang et al. 2014 in which various surface effects such as shearing motions, converging motions, turbulent diffusion, etc., are employed to drive the flux cancellation. As an extension to this model, several works suggested that the flux cancellation may occur at the interface of different bipoles within a multipolar region (Martens & Zwaan 2002 , Welsch et al. 2005 , Mackay & van Ballegooijen 2006 .
Observationally, the MFR formation through flux cancellation has also been widely investigated (e.g., Schmieder et al. 2004 , Green & Kliem 2009 , Green et al. 2011 , Savcheva et al. 2012 , Cheng et al. 2014 , Joshi et al. 2014 , Yan et al. 2016 . As the direct measurements of the coronal magnetic field are quiet rare, various proxies of the MFR, e.g., filaments, sigmoids, hot channels are investigated to reveal the MFR formation. For example, Green & Kliem (2009) and Green et al. (2011) reported the transition from two groups of J-shaped sheared arcades into a continuous sigmoid in the soft X-ray emission, similar to the formation of a sigmoidal hot channel in the 94Å and 5 131Å passbands as reported by Cheng et al. (2014) . In these cases, the flux cancellation is observed, with a unique configuration called Bald Patch (BP, Titov et al. 1993) identified. Magnetic field lines at BP graze the photosphere and point from the negative to the positive polarity, that the separatrix surface favoring the reconnection may be formed here. Considering the presence of prominent shearing flows along, and converging flows toward the PIL, the authors suggested that the flux cancellation driven by the photospheric flows near the BP leads to the formation of the MFRs.
The flux cancellation is indeed a reconnection happening at (or very near to) the photosphere and usually proceeds gradually in a quasi-equilibrium manner. It is possible for the pre-eruption MFR to be formed by reconnection higher (in the corona), or more drastically (in confined flares). With the slow rise of the forming MFR, the photospheric BP configuration may change to a coronal Hyperbolic Flux Tube (HFT, Titov et al. 2002) topology, at which two quasi-separatrix layers (QSL, Titov et al. 2002) intersect. The reconnection may occur here to from the MFR (e.g., Aulanier et al. 2010 , Fan 2012 , Cheng et al. 2014 . The process may even occur rapidly during confined flares as suggested by a few observations (e.g., Guo et al. 2013 , Patsourakos et al. 2013 , Chintzoglou et al. 2015 , James et al. 2017 . Moreover, the MFR may also be formed by photospheric motions without reconnection. For example, sunspot rotation is suggested to be able to twist the magnetic field lines to form the MFR (e.g., Longcope & Welsch 2000 , Fan 2009 , Leake et al. 2013 , Yan et al. 2015 , 2018 ).
As described above, the photospheric flows and flows-driven magnetic reconnection play an important role in forming the pre-eruption MFR in the solar atmosphere, either during the partial emergence of a sub-surface MFR or in the process not considering the sub-surface magnetic configuration. Various flows may be caused by various mechanisms. For instance, the shearing flows may result from differential rotation (DeVore 2000, Welsch et al. 2005) or driven by the magnetic tension (Manchester IV et al. 2004) ; the converging flows can be caused by the flux diffusion ; the rotation motions may result from the propagation of the nonlinear torsional Alvén wave along the flux tube (Longcope & Welsch 2000 , Fan 2009 ). Recently, Chintzoglou et al. (2019) proposed a new interpretation to the causes of the photospheric shearing flows, as well as the origin of major solar activities, through analyzing two flare/CME productive Active Regions (ARs). The 6 ARs have multipolar configuration formed by the multiple flux tubes emerging simultaneously or sequentially. The two legs of each flux tube, which are manifested as the conjugated polarities on the photosphere, naturally separate during their emergence, resulting in collision between non-conjugate opposite polarities (see Figure 1 in Chintzoglou et al. 2019) . The collision drives subsequent shearing and cancellation that produce the activities. The process is named as "collisional shearing".
In short, it seems that for the pre-eruption MFR, being formed in the solar atmosphere is more likely than its bodily emergence. If the latter does occur, flux emergence would be a natural result.
Meanwhile, observationally, flux emergence is usually accompanied with various surface effects such as photospheric motions and flux cancellation. Due to their mixture, disclosing the exact origin of the MFR during the flux emergence becomes difficult. In this paper, we investigate the formation of an MFR in the early emergence phase of NOAA AR 12673 to explore the above problem. The AR is the most productive AR in the minimum of Solar Cycle (SC) 24 and presents the fastest flux emergence ever observed (Sun & Norton 2017) , hosting so far the most energetic flare (an X9.3 class flare on 2017 September 6) in SC 24. Most research focused on the properties of the two X-class flares on 2017 September 6 (e.g., Yang et al. 2017 , Romano et al. 2018 , Mitra et al. 2018 , Inoue et al. 2018 , Verma 2018 , Yan et al. 2018 , Shen et al. 2018 , Hou et al. 2018 , Zou et al. 2019 . A few work also paid attention to the long-term evolution of the AR. For instance, Wang et al. (2018) analyzed the photospheric flows and concluded that the horizontal flows on the photosphere contributed the majority of the magnetic helicity of the AR. Vemareddy (2019) analyzed the extrapolated coronal magnetic field in addition to the photospheric flows and drew a similar conclusion. Although both works hint that the MFR may be formed in the solar atmosphere rather than from a bodily emergence, a detailed study on the formation process at the central PIL (the source PIL of the two largest X-class flares), especially during its early emergence phase, is still needed. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the data and methods are introduced in Section 2, the results are presented in Section 3, followed by the summary and discussions in Section 4.
DATA AND METHODS
To analyze the origin of the MFR above the central PIL of NOAA AR 12673, the evolution of the photospheric magnetic field and coronal appearance in ultraviolet (UV) and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) passbands are inspected at first. Data from the HMI ) and the AIA (Lemen et al. 2012) onboard SDO (Pesnell et al. 2012 ) is mainly used. The HMI provides a data product called Space-weather HMI Active Region Patches (SHARPs) (Bobra et al. 2014) , which tracks the photospheric vector field of the AR with a spatial resolution of 0.5 and a temporal cadence of 12 minutes. A specific version of the SHARP data, which is remapped into the cylindrical equal area (CEA) coordinate to correct the projection effect, is used. The AIA provides the UV and EUV images with a temporal cadence up to 12 seconds and a spatial resolution of 0.6 .
Due to the lack of direct measurement, the three-dimensional (3D) coronal magnetic field is reconstructed by a Non-linear force-free fields (NLFFFs) extrapolation model (Wiegelmann 2004 , Wiegelmann et al. 2006 , using the CEA version of SHARP magnetograms as the bottom boundaries.
The magnetograms are preprocessed to reconcile the possible non-force-freeness of the photosphere and the force-free assumption of the model. (Démoulin et al. 1996 , 1997 , Démoulin 2006 ). An MFR has high degree of twist than its surrounding, that its cross section generally displays a strong twisted region wrapped by a boundary of extremely high Q values. Once the MFR is identified in the NLFFFs using the method above, its axial flux Φ and average twist number T w can be calculated. Φ is computed by Φ = B · S, where S = Sn; S is the area of the MFR cross section while n is its normal unit vector.
The average twist number T w can be estimated by T w = ΣT w (|B n |dA) 2 Σ(|B n |dA) 2 based on the expression of 8 the relative magnetic helicity of a flux tube, H = T w dφ 2 ≈ T w dφ 2 (Berger & Field 1984) . B n is the magnetic field component normal to the cross section, and dA is the elementary area.
We also calculate the photospheric velocities by a Differential Affine Velocity Estimator for Vector Magnetograms (DAVE4VM) method developed by Schuck (2008) , using a time series of SHARP magnetograms as input. we focus on the MFR formation above the complex central PIL we describe above, and pay no much attention to the structure which is formed by the flux cancellation clearly.
Appearance of a Sigmoid
We then examine the AIA images at all EUV passbands to investigate the coronal evolution of the region. The connectivity of the polarities that we infer from the magnetograms is confirmed at The appearance of a sigmoidal filament and a hot channel indicates that an MFR starts to appear above the PIL, at least from around 15:30 UT to 23:44 UT on 2017 September 4 (see Figure 3 associated animation). It may be formed through the magnetic reconnection (manifested as the merging) between different loops at the collision locations. The process may occur in the relatively cold, lower solar atmosphere as the MFR firstly appears in the 304Å passband which images the chromosphere (Lemen et al. 2012) . It then may rise and get heated to appear in the high-temperature wavelength such as 131Å. In the next section, we resort to the NLFFFs modeling to quantitatively study the details of the MFR formation.
Mechanism of the MFR Formation

Formation details revealed by 3D NLFFFs
We extrapolate a time series of 3D NLFFFs, based on which the observed connectivity is well reproduced (Figure 4 ). When the bipoles start to emerge, the magnetic field lines connecting the conjugated polarities are nearly potential as evidenced by, e.g., the small T w (of around −0.2) that the field lines from N1 have (Figure 4(a1) ). With P2 and P3 moving southward, field lines connecting N2, P2, N1 and P1 appear, showing a U-shaped bottom near N1 and T w of around −0.4 (Figure 4(b1) - (c1)). This confirms that a merging process occurs at the collision location (between N1 and P2).
Similar process occurs at the other collision location (between N4 and P1), as the field lines passing through N2, P2, N1, P1, N4 and P4 appear later, presenting a "sea-serpent" configuration with U-shaped bottoms near N1 and N4. Their twist number increases to around −0.8 (Figure 4(d1) ).
Note that the small positive polarity next to N1, labeled as P0, is found to connect to the remote pre-existing negative polarity that is not involved into the MFR formation later.
At 09-04T09:46 UT, the field lines connecting N3, P3, N1, P1, N4 and P4 appear along the PIL,
showing |T w | 1 (Figure 5 (f) ). The cross section shows inhomogeneous T w distribution, with a region owning stronger T w than its surrounding. Note that the connectivity of the later emerged bipole N5 P5 is also reproduced (see Figure 5(b) ). Although P5 moves southward and gets mixed with P2 and P3, no MFR field line connecting to N5 is found, indicating that the bipole does not contribute magnetic flux to the MFR directly.
We further calculate the axial flux Φ and average twist number T w at several selected moments.
To calculate the parameters, one need to determine the boundary of the MFR. For a full-fledged MFR, the clear high Q lines enclosing it can be taken as its boundary. Whilst for a MFR during formation, it may not have closed high Q boundary (see Figure 5 ). Thus, we determine the MFR boundary here through combining the existing high Q lines and the contour of the threshold of T w manually (see also Liu et al. (2018) ). The threshold value of T w is set to vary from −1.2 to −1 to ensure the contour line and the unclosed high Q line connect smoothly. At each moment, we repeat the boundary identification and the calculation at three vertical slices, and get three values for each parameter. The mean value of them is taken as the final value and the standard error is taken as part of the error. The rest of the error is considered from two sources, one is the uncertainty of manual boundary identification, the other is the photospheric noise and the orbital variations that propagate through the NLFFFs model. The former is estimated to be 10% and 3% for Φ and T w according to the results in Liu et al. (2018) . For the latter, Wiegelmann & Inhester (2010) reveals that a uniform noise of around 5% of the maximum transverse field introduces about 4% error to the extrapolated field. Taking this result, we get an error of 4% to Φ, and a negligible small error to T w . Figure 6 shows the final results. The weakly sheared structure during the very early emergence phase (e.g., at around 09-04T04:10) has T w and Φ as small as −0.4 and 1.1 × 10 18 Mx, respective.
After the data gap, the two parameters start to increase significantly. Until 12:58 UT, Φ displays a gradual increase to around 0.6 × 10 20 Mx with an average growth rate around 0.06 × 10 20 Mx h −1 , while T w rises to −1.5 rapidly with an average growth rate around −0.14 h −1 . From 12:58 UT to 18:34 UT, Φ keeps increasing to 2.1 × 10 20 Mx with a faster growth rate around 0.3 × 10 20 Mx h −1 , while T w remains steady around −1.5. Later on, both Φ and T w remain relatively steady. We conclude that a well-shaped MFR has been formed by this time.
The evolution of the current density is also checked (Figure 7 ). It is found that the current firstly accumulates near the collision location (between N1 and the nearby mixed positive polarities) (Figure 7 by the BP criterion, B h · ∇ h B z | P IL > 0 (Titov et al. 1993 , Titov & Démoulin 1999 , one between N1 and the mixed positive polarities (BP1), the other between N4 and P1 (BP2), consistent with the locations where the collision and merging occur. The horizontal field at the BPs clearly show inverse configuration (Figure 8(b) ). Note that the MFR in fact touches the bottom boundary of the NLFFFs, which is not exactly the same as the photosphere, so that we compare the BPs on the two 13 layers. It is found that the BPs on the former have almost the same patterns as the ones on the latter, with a coincidence ratio up to 89% (Figure 8(c) ). This suggests that the topological signatures on the photosphere are kept by the extrapolated NLFFF bottoms to a large extent.
Detailed topology of the MFR is displayed in Figure 9 . Three sets of representative field lines are shown (Figure 9(a)-(b) ). Two sets of them pass through BP1, having T w of −1.9 and −1.4 (indicated by pink and blue arrows in Figure 9 ), respective. The other set passing through BP2 has T w of −1
(indicated by orange arrow in Figure 9 ). The inhomogeneous T w distributions in the cross section of the MFR ( In short, we analyzed the detailed topology of the MFR. The MFR owns two BPs formed at the collision locations and an HFT between them, all favoring the reconnection. It further supports that the reconnection happening at the BPs, may also at the HFT, leads to the formation of the MFR.
It should be noted that the above results are derived based on the model that has the non-linear force free assumption, which generally is not satisfied in the lower atmosphere. To check the reliability of the results, we compare the extrapolated MFR and the MFR proxy imaged by the EUV passbands (see Figure 10 ). It is found that the overall shape of the filament in the 304Å passband and the hot channel in the 131Å passband is reproduced by the extrapolated MFR to a large extent. Furthermore, the force-free and divergence-free conditions for all extrapolations we performed are also checked using 14 the criteria proposed in Wheatland et al. 2000 (see examples in Liu et al. 2017 , and are found to be small. We conclude that the quality of the NLFFFs extrapolations here is acceptable.
Shearing and Cancellation Resulted from the Collision
We further explore the possible driver of the MFR formation through analyzing the photoshperic velocities calculated by DAVE4VM (Schuck 2008) . It is found that the separation between N1 and P1 has a velocity of around 0.3 km/s for each polarity (Figure 11(a) ), while that between N2 and P2 is slower, with the velocities of around 0.2 km/s and 0.1 km/s for N2 and P2, respective (Figure 11(b) ).
After the collision between the oppositely moving N1 and P2, N1 starts to shear against P2, pushing P2 to turn toward northeast gradually (Figure 11(b) - (f)). This is exact a "collisional shearing"
process, during which a BP appears at the collision location and the discrete loops from N1 P1 and N2 P2 get sheared and merge there (see NLFFFs in Figure 4 (b)). The separation of N3 P3 is not captured as they may be blocked by the pre-existing large positive polarity at the west (Figure 11(f) ).
For N4 P4 that appear after the data gap, while P4 departs from N4 with a velocity of around Additionally, we take two slits across different bipoles on the B z magnetograms and make their time-distance plots ( Figure 13 ). The separation of N1 P1 and of N4 P4, and the colliding between N4 and P1 are clearly seen (Figure 13(a) ). The grouping of the northeastward moving N1, N2 and N3 can be attributed to the blocking of the pre-existing PA (Figure 13(a) ). The separation of N5 P5, and the colliding of P5 to the mixed positive polarities near BP1 are also identified (Figure 13(b) ). Strikingly, the colliding timing of P5 (around 09-04T13:00 UT, indicated by the blue eclipse in Figure 13 This process, named as "collisional shearing", displays well correlation to the timings of the MFR formation. We also identify flux cancellation and UV brightenings at the BPs during the process.
Combing the results, we conclude that the MFR is formed by the "collisional shearing", specifically, through shearing and flux cancellation driven by the collision. The emerged magnetic field lines are sheared by the former and transferred into the MFR by the latter. Note that, we also identify collision between identical polarities, i.e., between P5 and the positive polarities near BP1, which does not drive direct reconnection, but does push the already collided opposite polarities to reconnect faster along the collisional PIL as evidenced by the faster increasing axial flux after the collision, speeding up the MFR formation. It provides another solid evidence to the critical role that collision plays in forming the MFR. Sun et al. (2018) also identified the shearing motions, extending BPs and formation of a low-lying MFR above the central PIL prior to the two X-class flares on 2017 September 6. The MFR studied here have erupted during the CMEs on 2017 September 5 (Vemareddy 2019) before its reformation reported in Sun et al. (2018) . These indicate that the MFR is reformed and erupted repeatedly, driven by the "collisional shearing" resulting from the continuous flux emergence. It is consistent well with the findings in Chintzoglou et al. (2019) , which address the "collisional shearing" as the main driver of major solar activities in emerging multipolar ARs.
The MFR here is proved to be formed through the interaction between different bipoles, thus the bodily emergence scenario, which expects the helical field lines emerge as a whole, is naturally excluded. The inconsistency between the bodily emergence scenario and the multipolar configurations was indeed originally suggested by Chintzoglou et al. (2019) . The sub-surface structure of the emerging magnetic field remains unknown. One may argue that the bipoles emerge with their own timings and flux contents, may suggest that they are independent. However, the four of the bipoles (except the biple N5 P5) are located side by side along the PIL, may be argued to evidence a possible sub-surface connection. It is also suggested by the simulation works that the different parts of one flux tube may rise at different times (e.g., Archontis & Török 2008 , Archontis et al. 2014 , Leake et al. 2013 , even with imbalanced flux (Fan et al. 1999) . Thus, no conclusion can be made on the sub-surface configuration based on the present results.
As clear cancellation is observed, the reconnection that forms the MFR should mainly take place at, or slightly above, the photosphere as required by the cancellation model (van Ballegooijen & Martens 1989) . It is further evidenced by the UV brightenings, and supported by the successive appearance of a sigmoidal filament in the AIA 304Å passband and a hot channel in the 131Å passband. Note that transient EUV brightenings are also observed occasionally, but its association to the MFR formation 18 seems hard to be determined. Even though a slightly higher HFT appears, where the reconnection may also occur and play a role in forming and heating the MFR, it still does not reach the corona.
To summarize, we find that during the early emergence phase of NOAA AR 12673, the MFR above its central PIL is formed in the very lower atmosphere, through shearing and flux cancellation driven by the collision between emerging non-conjugated polarities, i.e., a process named as "collisional shearing". The collision indeed results from the proper separations of the emerging conjugated polarities. and Event3 shown in Figure 14 . An online animation is also available.
